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From little acorns

Surrounded by the beautiful Breidden Hills, Haimwood has evolved year-on-year to provide an
exciting and challenging shooting experience suitable for all
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Where?
Haimwood Shooting Ground, Llandrinio,
Powys SY22 6SQ. Set in the picturesque
mid Wales countryside, Haimwood is
located halfway between Welshpool and
Oswestry, 10 miles from the A483 and 15
miles from Shrewsbury.

What?
Haimwood is open every day of the week.
Targets are located in 30 acres of parkland
and the ground offers a pay and play system,
which incorporates an optional delay setting,
enabling solo shooters to button their own
targets. Simulated game days are very
popular and, equally as popular when it
rains, are the roofs that cover each shooting
position. The ground boasts two towers
– one 70ft and the other 40ft high. With a full
range of sporting clay targets, Haimwood is
able to cater for first timers, novices, juniors
and experienced shots and presents an ideal
location for stag and hen groups.

has since grown into one of the most
challenging and worthwhile grounds in the
area. Mark and Julia Nixon manage
Haimwood with Mark and his team offering
instruction to groups and individuals, plus
personal coaching.
Haimwood offers a relaxed and informal
shoot that can be enjoyed by all, but don’t be
fooled - National and County Champions
regularly frequent the ground. Whether you
want to learn to shoot or sharpen up your skills
before the season, a friendly experienced team
is on hand to assist you.
On the 21 June, Haimwood will be hosting a
charity shoot in collaboration with Morgans of
Oswestry to raise money for Shrewsbury
Hospice. There will be a 50-bird sporting shoot
and a pool shoot. n

The ground works closely
with Morgans Gunroom in Oswestry

Other facilities?
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A range of catering options are available
and refreshments can be served either in
the cabin, situated on stilts at the centre of
the ground, or in the dining room.
Cartridges and accessories are available to
buy and fresh fruit and vegetables, grown at
the ground itself, are the newest addition to
the offerings.

CONTACT
Visit the website: www.
haimwoodshooting.com or
contact a member of the team
on 01691 830764, email:
mark@haimwood.com
for further details.

Targets are selected to match the
competence of each shooter

The rolling hills and natural woodland add to
the relaxed atmosphere
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